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Free Essay: Rational choice theory, also known simply as choice theory, is the assessment of a potential offender to
commit a crime. Choice theory is the.

It is mundane and happens all the time. In early times, men raped women for reproductive purposes. The
rational choice perspective has provided a framework under which to organize such information so that
individual studies produce more general benefits. It has gained influence in politics and sociology over the
past thirty years. Following the building of a model, the results of the experiment tell whether the theory
correctly explained the phenomenon in question. Elements[ edit ] The theory is related to earlier drift theory
David Matza, Delinquency and Drift, where people use the techniques of neutralization to drift in and out of
delinquent behaviour, and the Systematic Crime Theory an aspect of Social Disorganization Theory developed
by the Chicago School , where Edwin Sutherland proposed that the failure of families and extended kin groups
expands the realm of relationships no longer controlled by the community , and undermines governmental
controls. It states that for a crime to occur, three elements must be present, i. Crime does not need hardened
offenders, super-predators, convicted felons or wicked people, just an opportunity. Deterrence and rational
choice are two different things. This theory was used by Cohen and Felson to explain the rising crime rates in
the United States As well as the key problems for the theory. Studies involve offenders being interviewed on
motives, methods and target choices. Through definition, example and techniques utilized by criminologists,
the reader will have a better understanding of the subject. Routine activity theory is controversial among
sociologists who believe in the social causes of crime. First, it may work better or worse for different types of
crime, yet it is thought that there are rational choices in every type of crime even impulsive and pathologic
crimes. Most often, people are motivated by money and the possibility of making a profit and will calculate
the costs and benefits for them before deciding what to do. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. First, it
may work better or worse for different types of crime, yet it is thought that there are rational choices in every
type of crime even impulsive and pathologic crimes. The crime will be limited when the benefits are reduced
and the costs increase. Second, the theory should be applied on a crime-specific basis. It is the dominant
theoretical paradigm in microeconomics. Rational choice theory proposes that people make rational choices by
weighing the perceived costs and benefits associated with the criminal event The rationality described by
rational choice theory is different from the colloquial and philosophical uses of rationality. Crime is not
spectacular or dramatic. He believed the punishment should only be severe enough to outweigh the personal
benefits gained from committing the crime. Criminology is considered a scientific technique. Due to the fact
that crime still happens in the world. Rational choice theory is a perspective that holds criminality in the result
of conscious choice. They believe that if the punishment is harsh that offenders will be deterred to commit
crime. When you understand why someone might commit a crime, you can come up with ways to prevent or
control the crime. Many sociologists and political scientists defend the claim that rational choice theory can
provide the basis for a unified and comprehensive theory of social behavior. This theory is also known as
rational action theory meaning the framework for understanding and often formally modeling social and
economic behavior.


